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Hydrodynamics and Kinetics of Phenols Removal

Inlroducfion

Industrial processes use significant amounts of
water which require treatment before discharging to
surface water system.l Aqueous wastes having an or-
ganic pollutant load in the range of few hundred to
few thousand ppms are too dilute to incinerate but yet
too toxic. Phenol is one of the most common orsanic
water pollulanls present in wastewater of variou-s in-
dustries such as refineries (6-500 mg L-r), coking op-
erations (23-3900 mg L i), coal processing (9-6800
mg L-r), manufacture of petrochemic al (28-1220 ms
L-r), and also in pharmaceutical. plastics. wood prodi
ucts. paint and pulp and paper indusnies (0.1-1600
mg L').' At present, several treatment methods are
available: chemical, physical (adsorption, reverse os-
mosis), biological, wet air oxidation (CWO), and in-
cineration. In selecting a wastewater treatment pro-
cess among these methods, one should take lnto
accourt the toxicities and concentration of the oollut-
ants in lhe waste strearn. t The wel-air or thermal lio-
uid-phase oxidalion (WAO) process, in which the
generation of active oxygen species, such as hydroxyl
radicals, 

_takes 
place at high temperatures and pres_

sures, is known to have a great potential for the ireat_
ment ofeffluents containing a high content oforganic
matter, or toxic contaminants for which direct biolos_
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ical purification is unfeasible. ln this process. molecu-
lar oxygen dissolved in tlte wastewa6r reacts with the
organic and inorganic pollutants. The oxidizing power
ofthe process is based on the high solubilif of oxy-
gen at these severe conditions and the high tempera-
ture that increases the reaction rates and production of
fiee radicals.o To reduce the cost. catalyst is added to
lower flre reaction temperature and pressure, which is
referred to as CWAO process. The catalyst is usually
made of transitional metal salt/metal oxide. Bv usins
CWAO, the oxidation ofphenol can be trernendousli
facilitated at milder conditions as low temoerature.,
The selection of a suitable reactor is one oi rhe key
criterion that affects the industrial implemenration of
advanced waste\.rater treatment facilities. The larse
experience on rhe operation of TBRs in indusrrial hy-
dro-treatment processes makes them the first choiie
for the performance ofCWAO reactions.6 Trickle-bed
reactors are the most widely used type of three-phase
reactors. They are employed in petroleum, petrochem_
ical and chemical industries, in waste treatnent and in
biochemical and electrochemical processing as well
as other application.T Gas and liquid concurrentlv
flow downward over a fixed bed of catalyst particles.
The liquid phase flows over the catalyst as a thin film,
while the gas phase flows continuously between the
catalysts.&ro Various flow regimes exist in TBRs de_
pending on the superficial mass velocity, fluid proper_
ties and bed characteristics are (trickle flow, putiing
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flow, mist flow and bubble flow).rr'': The hydrody-
namic parameters (i.e., flow regime, gas and liquid
superficial velocities, gas and liquid holdups, and axi-
al dispersion coefficient) are key parameters for de-
sign, scale-up, and control oftrickle-bed reactors. The
present work aims to study the hydrodynamics and
kinetics characterestics of a trickle bed reactor for
phenol degradation in wastewater by investigating the
applicability of a commercial 0.5 0/o platinum/alumina
catalysq which is used currently for desulfurization
process in North Refinery Company-Iraq. Also it is to
investigate the efltcts of studied operating conditions
(LHSV, superficial gas velocity, temperature, reactor
pressure and initial phenol concentration) on the hy-
drodynamic and kinetic parameters of the operating
system (phenol and oxygen).

Moleriols ond mefhods

Experimenfol selup ond procedure

A scherratic illustration of the experimental facil-
ity setup is shown in Fig. l. Experimental reactor was
made up of stainless steel tube able to withstand tem-
perature up to 140 oC and pressures up to 4 MPa with
0.05 m inside diameter and 5 mm wall thickness
packed with (800 g and 0.6 m heiglrt) of catalyst par-
ticles. Table I represents some characteristics of cata-
lyst, pre and post packing, trickle bed reactor and ma-
terial used through the experiment. The trickle bed
reactor was packed with different packing layers of
inert particles besides the catalyst layer. Firstly, 0.2 m
from the top a layer (pre-packing) of 2 mm x 2 mm
glass cylinder was set just before the catalyst bed in
order to ensure uniform radial liquid distribution over
the reactor cross-section, then 0.5 % Pt/ALO" catalvst
particles bed with a height of 0.6 m. fhi, lLt laver
(post-packing) again contains 2 mm > 2 mm glass iyl-

inder particles with a height of 0.45 m, which supports
the catalyst packing to complete a total bed height of
I .25 m. The reactor to particle diameter ratio of 3 1.25
was sufiicient to prevent wall effect.r3 The packing
was maintained by means of a stainless steel screen
placed at the column bottom and had a mesh openings
large enough to prevent art factual bed flooding but
nanow enough to impede particle crossings. This con-
frguration is used in kinetic and hydrodynamic experi-
ments. To measure the two-phase pressure drop
flrough the reactor bed, pressure taps were drilled in
the reactor head and in the bottom of the reactor and a
differential pressure transducer was mounted. The out-
put signal ofthe hansducer was fed to an A,/D converter
and stored in PC, with sampling frequency of250 Hz.
The reactor was extemally heated with electrical tape
heater (Heraeus-Wittmann CmbH Heidelberg, type
MS6) which was connected to a temperature control-
ler (Yang Ming CX TA 3000) that maintained the bed
temperature within +3 'C ofthe set point temperature
by means ofan on-off regulator control which manip
ulated the heat supply of die extemal tap heater. After
the synthetic solution was heated with an immersed
elechic heater in the storage tank of 100-L capacity up
to a maximum of 60 'C it was pumped by means of
a metering pump (Dose pump, BALDOR FRUM
DUTY, USA) to a high-pressure small stainless steel
tank of 0.04 id and 0.35 m length to damp the pulsa-
tion due to pumping. The gas was delivered liom a
high-pressure cylinder equipped with a pressure regu-
lator to adjust the operating pressure. A flow meter
coupled with needle valve enabled the gas flow rate to
be set and measurrd. The liquid and gas streams were
mixed and preheated in the pre-heater before entering
the reactor at the top through a distributor containing
29 holes (p = 0.5 mm). Discharged fluids (gas and
liquid) liom the reactor flow through the gasJiquid
separator. In the top flange ofthe separator, stainless
steel mesh demister was placed to hap the liquid mist
from the efiluent gas streirm. pressure indicitor and
safely valve was mounted to prevent pressure build up
in the gas and liquid delivery and exit streams. A one_
way valve was located in gas and liquid line to assure
the flow in one direction. A 1.5 Lsteel vessel filled
with known amount of dye solution, was connected to
the top of TBR via an on-off solenoid valve which
energized with time relay. The system included three
valves; two of them were used for filline the vessel
wilh tracer and pumping air while the thiri was beins
used lor injecting rhe tracer into the reacror throush i
pulse-type inpur response. Table I presenrs the speiifi_
cation of reactor, catalyst, bed, a-nd operating parame-
ters used in the present study. The characteristics of
phenol and dye used are presented in Table 2. Thble 3
shows the variation of density and viscosity of water
and air with tem oerature.

F ig. | - Schenatic diagram for the experimental setup
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Table | - Character,stics of reactor, bed, catalyst and oper- Hydrodynomics experimenls
atins conditions

Hydrodynamic experiments were aimed to
study the effect of operating conditions such as re-
actor pressure, bed temperature, superficial gas and
liquid velocity on the hydrodynamic parameter (i.e.,
pressure drop, liquid holdup and axial dispersion).

Pressure drop

Before starting, the reactor is operated in high
interaction regime at high liquid flow rate for at
least 30 min after the bed is heated up to l0 oC

above the desired temperature. followed by reduc-
ing the liquid flow rate to the desired level. This
helps to achieve perfect bed pre-wetting and pre-
vents hysteresis effects.ra This procedure was re-
peated for each experiment. The data for pressure
drop measurements were collected for a oeriod of
at least l0 minutes with sampling frequency of
250 IIz.

Liquid holdup ond oxiol dispersion

The dynamic liquid holdup and axial dispersion
were determined by using tracer technique method.
Before starting the experiment. the bed was fully
wetted by passing water at a slightly higher rati.
Then the flow rates of air and water were adiusted
to the desired values. It took approximately 3fi min_
utes to attain steady state. The attainment of steady
stale was determined by measuring the flow rates oi
gas and liquid at the outlet. It was observed that the
flow rates did not change after 30 minutes of ooer_
ation. The pulse of tracer was then injected through
the pneumatic injection system connected with an
on-off solenoid valve opened with time relay 5 sec_
onds and then closed. Samples were drawn iom the
bottom ofreactor in each run to evaluate the chanse
of tracer concentration with time every 4 second's.
RTD curve was constructed and a statistical method
(i.e., slope method) and used to estimate axial dis_
persion coeficient.r5

Reactor properties Catalyst properties

Reactor diameter
(i.d.) u u) m Active metal 0.5 % Pt

Catalystcanier 1-AlrO.

Particle shape Sphere

Specific surface ^-^ .
ui"u l)U m. g-'

Pellet density 0.56 g cmr

TyDe of inert bed class beads- -Jxl mm

Prepacking depth 0.15 m

Pellet porosity 052

Total length 1.25 m

Bed porosity 0.38-0.4

Catalyst bed depth 0.6 m

Operating conditions

Bed temperature

Reactor pressure

Superficial gas velocity

Superlicial liquid velocity

25,140 "C

0.1-{.6 MPa

0.0i8 {.25 m sr

0.0013-0.1 m s t

Table 2 Characteristics ofphenol a:ld dye usecl ih the
present work

Phenol characte stics

pH (4.5-6)

Molecuiar weight, g mol-r 94.11

Chemical formula

Purity

Freezing point, .C

c6H6o

99.5 %

(40-41)

Dye characteristics

Type of dye

Commercial name

Chemical formula

Molecular weight, g mol-r

Wave length (,1), nm

Reactive red

Forosyn red

C,6H:rNrNa.,Ore56

991.82

485

Table 3 llariation ofdensity and viscosity ofwater akd air
wilh temperafure
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Anolyticol procedures

_ To measure tracer (i.e., dye) concentration in
the reactor effluent, JASCO ulhaviolet/visible
(W-US/530) spectrophotometer was used. prior to
measuring, a dye calibration curve was constructed
by gollectlng samples of stocks solution in the range
of (0.5-1991 mg L r) and measuring their light a;_
sorbency against each concentration then piotting
corcentration valu.es agairrst Iight absorbency. Figl
2 rllustrates the calibration curve
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F i E. 2 - Calibrution curve of reactire red drye

Theoreticol ospecls

The liquid holdup and dispersion coefficienr
were calculated using the tracer RTD data from ex-
penments.

Liquid holdupr6

t _.<0,€t.=47- ( l)
/R

where 1,, 4t, and, V,, are mean residence time (s),
volumetric flow rate of liquid (mr s r) and reactor
volume (m3), respectively.

l-tCdt sr -.'o -'tC,Lt'.--:.clu \zl
JoLtdt

Axiol dispersion coefficienfrT DoxL

0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280
Time {sec)

F i g. 3 - Pressute drop signals at different operating conditiot\s

Liquid holdup ond oxiol dispersion

The tracer technique, was used to measure the liq-
uid holdup and arial dispersion. Liquid holdup and
dispersion coefficient could be evaluated by recording
the shape ofthe tracer curve as it passed the exit ofthe
reactor. In paticular, the mean time of passage (from
eq. 2) and the spread of the curve (from eq. 5) were
measured. Fig. 4 depicts a comparison between exper-

o 50 100 15O mo 3OO 350
Time(sec)

Fig. 4 , RTD curves of tacer outp t response at .llfferekt
operahng conditions
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Resuhs ond discussion

Pressure drop

_ _ 
In the present work, the pressure drop through

the bed was measured by using prcssure lransducer!
recording the pressure fluctuations lsignalsl. Fig. 3
shows samples of pressure drop oscillation veisus
time. The pressure drop increised proporlionally
with reactor pressure, superfrcial gas ina liqu;d ve-
locity while decreasing with temperature. To deter_
mine the pressure drop of various signals from re_
corded sets-ofdata over a period of time, the average
value is calculated.
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imental RTD curves at different sets of temDerature.
superficial gas and liquid velocities. Some notes can
be concluded fiom Fig. 4, the mean residence time of
the RTD curve decreased, as the liquid flow rate in_
creased. Also. as the liquid velociS increased, the
RTD curve increasingly deviated fiom symmetrv
which means that more back mixing oc"unid i,, the
liquid phase. The mean residence time of the RfD
curve increased with increasing ofreactor temperafure
leading to lower back mixing. The peak of each curve
represents the maximum concentration of tracer at the
emuent of reactor at specified time which depends on
the operating conditions applied.

Effect of operofing conditions
on hydrodynomic poromelers

Operoling pressure

. _ Fig. 5 depicts the effect of superficial gas and liq_
uid velocities on pressure drop. As expectid. the Fig_
ure shows a proportional relationship benveen prei_
sure drop and superficial gas and liquid velociti-es at
studied_ conditions. The increasing pressure drop may
be attributed to the increased shear shesses exerted by
the drag forces behveen the phases. As can be seen thi
pressure drop is more sensitive to velocity changes
than to pressure changes. This result is attrib;ted to;he
facj tltat yith pressure changes, elevated pressure re_
sults in higher gas de-nsity, which consequently pro_
duces a higher drag force at the gas-liquid in;eri.ace
and lower inertia force of the gas-phaie. However
with velocity.changes. ar high superficial gas velocity.
rne pressure drop Increases in comparisorr to the grav_
itational force which is more atreited than the irag
force at high pressure and low gas velocity. Our result!
are ln agreement with that of.r8.'a.'e Fig. 5 illustrates the
effect of operating temperature on the pressure gradi_
ent along dre reactor for various superficial gai and

liquid velocities and pressure. Also the pressure drop
decreased with increasing temperature. As indicatei
belore. under the presenl conditions- pressure drop
shongly affected by viscosity. density. surface tension
and velocity of the fluids. As Lhe liquid viscositv de_
creases uith respecl to temperature. the gas visiosity
lollows a different trend the net of shear-stress at the
gasJiquid and liquid-solid interfaces is not obvious.
Table 3 shows the variation ofdensity and viscosity of
water and air with temperahre. As can be se"n dom
Thble 3 tite effecr of temperature on liquid viscosiry
rs more pron-ounced rn cornparison to that on gas vis_
cosity. The frictional forces at the gas-liquid ind liq-
uid-solid interfaces are decreased with inireased tem_
perature.

^ An additional contributing factor in favor of in_
fluence ts that the pressure drop decreases with ele_
vated temperatures due to the decrease in gas phase
inertia with remperature lvia gas densiryf Riso at
Irigh superficial gas and liquid velocities, the effect
ot temperature ol pressure drop is more significant.
These results are in agreement with findinls ofzz-:r
Fig. 5 also shows the comparison between-the pres-
ent work and that olr:

Liquid holdup

Liquid holdup results from the balance between
the driving forces and the resistances. Fig. 6 shows a
proportional trend between superficial liquid velocity
and,liquid holdup at a given iuperficial gas velocity.
while superficial gas velocity gives an opposite effeit
on rhe liquid. holdup. The jncrease in iiquid holdup
with liquid throughput is due to film thickening on
the. catalyst particle. The reduction in liquid hol"ldup
with gas flow is athibuted to the drag fo.". ut tG
gasJiquid interface, which is a drivinf force for the
co-current liquid flow. This drag forCe depends on
gas vetocity and densig. Hence. the drag force in_
creases with gas velocity and density. shdrrer liquid

:
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F ig. 6 - Effect of operating parameters on liquid holdup
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F;g. 5 - Elfect of operating p1rafieters on pressure drop
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can be presented as an explanation for the decrease
in a.rial dispersio with temperature. Gas flow rate
has also an opposite effect on arial dispersion since
increased gas flow rate reduced liquid film on cata-
lyst particles with a reduction in liquid holdup. Con-
sequently, backmixing was reduced. These results are
in fair agreement with findings of.22.26.2? Fig. 7 also
shows a comparison between the present work and
the data of.2'z The values of axial dispersion found
witlr the work oF2 are lower than oui experimental
data. One possible cause for the observed mismatch
is the differences in the geometric variables of the
experimental setups.

Empiricol correlolions

Pressure drop, dynamic liquid holdup and axial
dispersion coefficient were conelated in this work
with the operating parameters, as follows:

e,,aU2,
U,,T

A,PaU,, Ur, P, 1
T

D*aU,.,

mean residence time results in a reduction in liquid
holdup. These results are in agreement with findings
of.2526 As can be seen from Fig. 6, the liquid holdup
is inversely proportional to the operating tempera-
ture. The liquid holdup decreases with increasing
temperature at constant superficial liquid and gas ve-
locities. This can be explained by a decrease in liquid
viscosity as temperature increases, so the shear stress
at the gas liquid and liquid - solid interfaces decreas-
es resulting in lower liquid holdup. The liquid sur-
face tension decreased with increased temDerature
causing a discontinuity of liquid film flow. The re-
sults of the present work are in agreement with find-
ings of.22.25 Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the
present work with data of.25

Quantitatively, the mean relative deviation of
the present work from that of 23 was 8.7 %o to 13.2
%. This could be acceptable from experimental
stastics point of view. This deviation may be at-
tributed to the contribution of two effects, the first
resulted from the applicability of eq. 2 which is
usually used for constant-density system. The sec-
ond source ofdeviation may resulted from the mea-
surements of light absorbancy.

Liquid oxiol dispersion

Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of temperature. and
superficial gas and liquid r.elocities on ihe liquid ax-
ial dispersion coefficient at given operating piessure.
The Figure shows a positive trend between liquid ve-
locity and dispersion coefllcient while the efiects of
gas velocity and temperature on a,{ial dispersion
shows a different image. Larger liquid throughputs
yield larger axial dispersion. This is due to increised
backmixing in the liquid-phase. The negative impact

9f temperature on liquid viscosity is relatively high.
This decrease ofviscosity with increased temperature
has a remarkable decrease of liquid holdup which

E
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Therefore, the following powerJaw correlations
are proposed to predict pressure drop, dynamic liquid
holdup, and axial dispersion coefiicient under the op-
emting range of the studied operating parameters:

ff=n'y"u;"rguy

ll
n'i

(6)

(7)
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D^ = arRe| RQGai.,

(e)
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si!

i)
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. The pressure drop, dynamic liquid holdup, and
axial dispersion coefficient data wire fitted to the
form of eqs. (9, 10, and ll) by non-linear leas!
squares regression analysis, the exponents a, b,, c.,
and d, were estimated as presented in Table 4.

Table 4 Proposed correlations for the hydrodynamics pa-
fametef

Sl{)erfcial liluid
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Fig. 7 Elfect of operating parameters on liquicl ariat dis-
persion coelrtcient
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a
v

Fig. 8 plots a comparison between the experi-
menal and theoretical values of pressure drop, liq-
uid holdup, and liquid axial dispersion coefficients,
respectively. The agreements of the experimenal
results with the theoretical outcomes of pressure

drop, liquid holdup, and liquid axial dispersion co-
efficients were 98.47 yo,99.22 Yo and 99.7 %o , re-
spectively.

The comparison of tle correlations of the pres-

ent work with other related correlations available in
the literature, which are presented in Table 5, are

p.edicted Values

8 - Observed ancl predicred valtes of prcssure drop (a).
holdtq (b) and a\ial dispersion (c)

shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 1l for preesure drop, liq-
uid holdup and liquid axial dispersion, respectively.
It can be seen that, quaiititavely, the related correla-
tions have the same trends with operating variables.
However, quantitavily some deviations ocurred be-
tween the objective response of the related conela-
tions. These deviations may be attributed to the dif-
ferences in geometric variables of the various
experimental setups used. The second source of de-
viation may have resulted from the measurements
techniques. These deviations could be acceptable
from an engineering point of view. Results of axial
dispersion shown in Fig. I I indicate that the present
system was more closer to ideal flow behaviour
than that of6(Saroha et a|.,2006).
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Table 5 Related cotelattons of pressure &op, liquid holdup and liquid.Ltial dispe*ion used from literature

Reference Hydrodynam ics

Pressure drop

Liquid holdup

E=rcu2'o P"a" fi'a;"u

Y/-3 = s.oaas'rc- Rel3a3s! RQ'22ar2rre6o ua
Pr.E

t r = 0. | 3 67 6 R e'ro " 
%n"; 

".,*' (4, 
l, 

* *.!lL))- " "' 
* 
* ;,,",,

Pe, = 5.35 P"2st *"Xo'

Conclusion

Studies on the CWO of phenol illustrate the po-
tential of CWO process as an efficient treatment
technology for industrial wastewater. The hydrody-
namic parameters (i.e., flow regime, gas and liquid
superficial velocities, gas and liquid holdups, and
axial dispersion coefiicient) are key parameters for
design, scale-up, and control oftrickle-bed reactors.
The following conclusions could be drawn fiom the
present study.

l. Liquid superficial velocity has a positive im-
pact on pressure drop, liquid holdup and liquid axial
dispersion.

2. lncreasing gas superficial velocity caused an
increase in pressure drop and decrease in liquid
holdup and axial dispersion.

3. Increasing of reactor pressure caused an in-
crease in two-phase pressure drop

4. Pressure drop, liquid holdup, and axial dis_
persion were negatively affected by increased tem_
perature.

5. Power law-based correlations developecl in
lhis present work have good reliabiliry compared
with experimental results.

6. Comparison ofthe developed correlations of
the present work with other related correlations
available in literature reveals good agreement from
the engineering point of view.
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- Dye concentration in liquid phase, mg L r

- Catalyst particle diameter, m

- Liquid axial dispersion coeffcient, m2 s-r

- Modified carito number L44E:l -
- Tested length ofreactor, $ tti{t-tf 1'

- Reactor pressure, MPa

- Pressure drop, kPa

- Cas Reynolds 
"mrr.r {ffff i

- Liquid Reynolds numbJlr - €)lo /

Nofqtions

C
d
D.,,

G.,
L
P

AP
R

R",

/ - lime, s

t , - Mean residence time, s

U - Superficial gas velocity, m sr
U, - Superficial liquid velocify, m sr
l/R Reactor volume, m3

Greek Symbols

e - Bed voidage, -
t(. - Gas Holdup, -
r:, - Dynamic liquid Holdup, _
@, - Liquid volumetric flow rate, mr s r

p * Viscosity, kg m r s-t

PL - bed density, kg mj
pt. - Density of liquid, kg ln-:
ps - Density of gas, kg mJ
o - Variance, s2

oo - Variance, -
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